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ABSTRACT
Digital images have become a major part of our lives, as most of us post our everyday lifestyle to social media such as
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram etc. Hence, it increases the usability of the image editing software and filters. So it has
become a difficult task to determine an original image or a forged image.  There are many types of image forgery but
we’re focusing on Copy-Move forgery which is the most common type of image forgery, where one region of the image is
copied and pasted to another region of the image such that it depicts as an original image. This paper provides a
literature survey of different copy-move forgery detection techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Since every information we get in our daily routine has been in a digital form with increasing technological
advancement, it has brought a major issue of security. With the latest development of powerful algorithms and
technology for manipulating digital images has made a very difficult task for determining a genuine
image.The Digital image can be manipulated using many techniques and software like transformation, scaling,
filtering, cropping, blurring, photoshop, coral draw, and others. Image forgery has indeed become a major
challenge for institutions as well as individuals. The verification of digital image is necessary for many
applications.

Digital Image forgery can be detected using two different approaches. These are active approach and Passive
approach. The active approach is of two types, one is watermarking and another is steganography. The basic
idea of watermarking is to embed some information in digital images so that it cannot be misused or owned by
others and to check the authenticity of the message. Steganography is the technique to hide a message within a
digital image, to protect the privacy of the data.

Fig 1: Classification of different types of Image forgery
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The Passive approach doesn’t require any prior information about the image as it can examine the image for
any traces of manipulation during the preprocessing step. With the help of different image forgery detection
techniques the forged area, location and the amount of forgery can be detected. It includes copy-move forgery
and image splicing and they also help to detect the operations that occur, like rotation scaling, blurring, etc.
Figure 1 [1] gives a complete classification of different types of image forgery.

TYPES OF IMAGE FORGERY
COPY-MOVE FORGERY
Copy-move forgery or Cloning, in which one region of the image is being copied and pasted into another
region of the same image such that it depicts as an original image [2]. Since, the part of the image being
copied is from the same image it has the sametexture, noise, and color as rest of the image which makes it
difficult to determine if it an original image or a forged image. Thiskind of image forgeryis common
nowadays, as it can use for the altercations on the image related to crime evidence, magazines etc. Many
methods have been developed for the detection of this forgery which involves extracting features or dividing
the image into blocks, which we will present in the next section.

(a) (b)
Fig 2: (a) Original Image (b) Forged Image

IMAGE SPLICING
In Image splicing, multiple images are merged together to create a fake scene. Image splicing can easily be
detected by looking at the boundaries of the image as it contains different image regions and they all have a
different texture, color, and noise which can easily be detected. Several algorithms such as [3], [4] which
effectively detect the image splicing forgery have been developed.

(a) (b)
Fig 3: (a) Spliced image (b) Original Image
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LITERATURE SURVEY ON FORGERY DETECTION TECHNIQUES
The following steps are common in the algorithms for the detection of the tampered region.

1. A forged color image of size P x Q is changed into grayscale or it is used as it is as per the algorithm.

2. Block-based methods. Some algorithms involve separating an image into blocks by sliding a small
window over the image. Then applying the forgery detection algorithm over those blocks.

3. Keypoint based methods. There are several algorithms by which features are extracted which will be
described later in this paper, which extracts the points which make the image unique. If an image is being
forged then that image contain similar feature points. These features are stored as a feature vector or in a
matrix depending on the algorithm.

4. Then, for the matchingprocess, these feature vectors may be arranged using sorting techniques such as
lexicographic sorting, nearest neighbor etc.

5. Some morphological operations are applied so that it can detect the forged region.

In [5] presented a hybrid approach which involves 2D-DWT and SVD. It is fast, efficient and accurate for
tampering detection. In this approach, a color image is provided for the possible detection of forgery. Then, B,
G and R channels are extracted and 2D-DWT is applied to each channel and approximated coefficient are
extracted for further processing. These approximated coefficients are separated by sliding a window of size b
x b which separate them into coinciding blocks. The dimension of each block is reduced by applying SVD.
These R, G and B channel blocks are stored in a row matrix. From the row, matrix separates the non-
overlapping blocks and compute the Euclidian distance between them and if it is more than the threshold Ct
than it is considered as a candidate block. The distance between these candidate blocks and the coinciding
blocks is calculated, a threshold Cd is selected if the computed distance is below than Cd then it is considered
to be forged.[6] developed a new algorithm in order to account for low contrast segments in a forged image. It
is a combination of DCT with PCA. First, PCA is applied to the image from which important features are
extracted. Afterward, a window of size a xa is slid over the image to separate the image into coinciding
blocks. Local contrast for each block is calculated, those blocks which exceeded the fixed contrast are kept.
2D-DCT is applied to each block and local feature matrix is extracted. This feature matrix is lexicographically
sorted, and autocorrelation is evaluated. If the autocorrelation exceeds a threshold than those blocks are
considered to be duplicates.[7] proposedan approach using discrete wavelet transform (DWT), in this
approach consider a grayscale image or convert a color image into a grayscale image. Then, DWT transform
is applied to the converted image and it divides the image into sub-images, these sub-images are labeled as
LL1, LH1, HL1, and HH1. A block of size b x b is slid over these sub-images from LL to HH. DWT transform
is calculated and stored in a lexicographical manner in the matrix. Normalized shift vector is calculated for the
matched pairs and it is compared with the user-defined threshold to determine if the region is being copied.[8]
usesa hybrid approach which involves DWT with DCT. In this approach consider a grayscale image or
convert a color image into a grayscale image and apply DWT to divide the image into sub-images. Slide a
window of size n x n over those sub-images resulting in K blocks. DCT is applied on the rows of the blocks to
reduce the vector length and a matrix is formed H. The matrix is lexicographically sorted and Normalized
shift vector is calculated for the matched pairs and it is compared with the user-defined threshold to determine
if the region is being copied.In [9] approach Dyadic Wavelet Transform is used i.e. DyWT. Apply DyWT on
the image to get LL2 and HH2 sub-bands. Analyze the pattern for each segment, and calculate the Euclidean
between the pair of patterns. Check if the distance is less than the threshold T. If yes, then that region is
marked as forged.[10] has proposed an approach which involves SURF and DyWT, which is identical to
SURF and DWT [11] but DyWT is used as DWT is not shift-invariant. In this approach DyWT is performed
into an image which divides the image into sub-images, key points and features are extracted by applying
SURF. Feature descriptor vector of SURF is obtained and determine the similar feature descriptors. Finally,
mark the forged regions.
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[12] proposed a keypoint technique by using SIFT. SIFT involves four major step first, Scaled spaced extrema
detection which finds the interest points using Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG). Second, key points are selected
based on the measures of their stability. Third, Depending on the scale, a neighborhood point is chosen around
the keypoint location. Then for that region, the gradient magnitude and direction is calculated. Fourth, a 16x16
neighborhood is selected near the key point and it is separated into 16 sub-blocks of 4x4 size. Then, the Key
point between similar imageis matched.In [13] presented an algorithm for tampering detection using SVD. A
small window of size A x A is slid over the input image to separate the image into overlapping blocks. SVD is
applied to these separated blocks to obtain feature vectors, sort them and store it in the matrix.  k-d tree is
constructed using the feature vectors and it is searched for similar blocks. The matched blocks satisfying a
threshold t will be labeledas suspected regions and these suspected regions are merged together to determine
the tampered region.[14] proposed an algorithm involving local binary pattern and neighborhood clustering. In
this algorithm the colored image is separated into R, B and G color components and these components are
divided into blocks. LBP histogram is extracted for each component and calculate the distance between blocks
using histogram for every component. Then, sort the block-pairs according to the minimum distance and keep
only the shortest one-fourth of the total. Extract block pairs which are common in the three components, if
duplicates were found then create sub-blocks using clustering and should a visual result.[15]  proposed an
algorithm for both keypoint regions and smooth regions. Initially, Simple Linear Iterative Clustering [16] is
applied to the image to separate the image into different blocks. Then SIFT is used to extract a key point from
each block, the number of key points in a region is divided by the total number of pixels in that region to
determine if it is a smooth region or a key point region. If it is detected as a key point region then the duplicate
part is marked by using multiple keypoint matching [17] and RANSAC [18] is used to filter outliers. If it is a
smooth region then Zernike moments [19] is used to detect the copied part.[20]   presented an approach using
SWT and SVD. Initially,  thecolored image is changed into grayscale and SWT is applied to separate the
image into sub-bands LL1, LH1, HL1, and HH1. Then, the LL1 band is separated into coinciding blocks since
LL1 gives the smoothest version of the image. SVD is used to extract a feature of the image and store it in a
matrix, this feature matrix is lexicographically sorted. Check for similar features and calculate the Euclidian
distance between then and store it in list L. The block pairs in list L are compared with threshold value Ts

which is the minimum distance between duplicated regions. If it any block pair distance is more than Ts it is
considered as a forged region.[21]  proposed an algorithm which uses 2D-DCT and SVD. First, the image is
separated into coinciding blocks of equal size. 2D-DCT is applied to each block and DCT quantized
coefficients are obtained. SVD is applied to extract features on each quantized block and stored in a
lexicographically order in a matrix. Euclidian distance is calculated between matched pairs and compared with
a threshold. After removing the disturbed matching output image is obtained containing marked forged
region.[22] presented an algorithm using non-negative matrix factorization in which we normalize the original
input image, then a block of size B x B is slid over the normalized image to divide the image into overlapping
blocks. NMF is applied to each block for feature extraction and it is lexicographically stored in a matrix. Then
the hamming distance between two similar matrices is calculated and matched with the threshold T. If it is less
than the threshold T, then it is considered as similar blocks and clustered together according to their
displacements. Those blocks are marked as a duplicate region.[23] presenteda robust and efficient technique
in which it involves a block of size a x ais slid over the image to separate it into coinciding blocks, and seven
characteristic features are calculated for each block Cj (j=1,2,3…7) where C1, C2,and C3red, green and blue
components. C4, C5, C6, and C7 are the characteristics feature of Y channel which is a combination of R, G and
B. These characteristic features are stored in a vector V for each block separately and saved in an array A. The
array A is lexicographically sorted and similarity is calculated between two vectors if it is greater than a
threshold L it is recorded. A histogram is prepared with the recorded vectors, greater than threshold L and
choose the main vector, d if any vector differs too much from d, it is discarded and remaining vectors are put
in a binary image with the forged region set to white and rest of the region is set to black.
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CONCLUSION
Copy-move forgery has a huge impact on our day to day life. Efficient and viable algorithms are necessary to
detect the forged region. In this paper, we have discussed different types of image forgery. Steps that should
be followed to detect the copy-move forgery. A detailed description of algorithms used to detect copy-move
forgeries while some algorithms are not very effective to detect the forged region and others have the major
problems which requires the computational time to be reduced, increase the accuracy, robustness against
various geometric transformations. But some algorithm have achieved the mentioned goals up to certain
extent like the algorithm which detects the forgery in both key point region and the smooth region is
considered the best among the discussed methods. Also in future, there is a need to develop a robust and
effective algorithm to detect Imageforgery.
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